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REPORT BACK ON LIMITING SINGLE-USE PLASTICS (ITEM NO. 8, AGENDA OF
OCTOBER 15, 2019)
On October 15, 2019, the Board of Supervisors (Board) adopted a motion by Supervisors
Kuehl and Hahn to direct the Chief Sustainability Office (CSO), in coordination with the
Departments of Public Works (DPW), Public Health (DPH), Consumer and Business Affairs
(DCBA), and County Counsel, to contract with the UCLA Luskin Center for Innovation (UCLA)
to complete a report addressing management of single-use plastic food service ware in
unincorporated areas of Los Angeles County (County). The motion further directed the CSO
to engage stakeholders to develop an ordinance based on the results of the study that would
reduce the use of single-use plastics in the County. This report transmits to the Board the
report produced by UCLA researchers (see Attachment I).

UCLA Report Scope, Structure, and Contents
In order to develop the attached UCLA report, researchers compiled information based
primarily on literature reviews, and on interviews with several stakeholders, including waste
management facility operators, municipalities, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO5),
and County staff. In alignment with the Board motion, the scope of the report covers the
following topics: 1) various impacts of single-use plastics, including environmental, economic,
public health, and community impacts; 2) an overview of waste management in the County,
especially as it pertains to plastic waste and recyclability of single-use plastic food service
ware; 3) a review of plastic alternatives, including reusables and compostables, and their
respective impacts; 4) economic impacts and other considerations of adopting alternatives to
current single-use materials; and 5) a summary of lessons learned from other municipalities
that have adopted restrictions on single-use plastic food service ware.
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Key Findings
The report contains detailed information about the various scope items listed above. Notable
findings that are likely to influence the approach for the ordinance include the following:
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

There is substantial evidence to find that there are adverse environmental, economic,
energy-related, and human health-related impacts to plastic production and plastic
waste in the County.
Due partly to changes in the international market, only very limited types of plastics are
currently recycled within the County:
o Out of the seven resin types, only Codes 1 and 2 plastics are recovered to a
wide extent, with Code 5 recovered only by facilities with specialized equipment.
These changes in recycling markets have resulted in significant cost impacts to
recycling programs for municipalities and waste haulers.
Plastic food service ware, in general, is almost never recycled and, instead, goes to
landfills or becomes litter.
Replacing single-use plastic food service ware with reusables, where feasible, is likely
to result in the most benefits across all measures, including economic over the longterm.
Certain compostable materials, specifically paper or fiberboard products, also result in
net benefits as compared to conventional plastics.
Economic impacts to businesses from switching to alternative products range from
minimal to net positive as a result of:
o Growing demand continuing to drive down the price of alternative materials,
some of which are now comparable or even cheaper than conventional
materials;
o Cost savings realized from “upon request” policies;
o The presence of numerous suppliers of alternative materials in the LA region,
creating a consumers’ market regarding price; and
o Evidence that customers are unlikely to stop frequenting a business as a result
of price increases necessary to cover the additional cost of alternative materials
(typically on the order of a few cents).
Other municipalities interviewed reported no evidence of serious economic hardship to
businesses post adoption of plastic restrictions, and very few hardship waivers have
been requested.
Municipalities also highlighted the importance of outreach and enforcement strategies.
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Next Steps
As directed by the Board motion, the CSO has begun stakeholder engagement regarding the
potential ordinance. To that end, the CSO held a workshop on December11, 2019, to solicit
input from interested stakeholders, including representatives from NGOs, waste
management, the restaurant industry, and product manufacturers. The results in the UCLA
report will be used along with input from the workshop to inform development of the draft
ordinance. Once a proposed ordinance is drafted, the 050 will further engage stakeholders
prior to it being brought to the Board for consideration.
SAH:FAD:TJM
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ATTACHMENT I

PLASTIC V ASTE
IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY
IMPACTS, RECYCLABILITY, AND THE POTENTIAL FOR
ALTERNATIVES IN THE FOOD SERVICE SECTOR
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Contact JR. DeShazo. Director of the UCLA Luskin Center for Innovation, at deshazo@ucla.edu or (310) 267-5435.
www.innovationluskin.ucla.edu
©‘ January 2020 by the Regents of the University of California, Los Angeles. All rights reserved.
Printed in Lhe United States

FOR MORE INFORMATION

The analysis presented is that of the authors and not necessarily that of the landers or other aforementioned agen
cies and individuals. The mention of commercial products, their source, or their use in connection with material
reported herein is not to be construed as actual or implied endorsement of such products.

In the interest of soliciting candid, fact’based information, all individuals and entities interviewed for this report have
been guaranteed confidentiality.

DISCLAIMER

Thank you to Maru Elana Burutein of Natural Resource Strategies for copyediting and for Nick Cuccia of the Luskin
Center for Innovation for the report design and layoat.

We alto appreciate the other government officialu at well as numerous waste induttry operators. composting and
digester operators, waste landscape experts, product manufacturers, and policy experts who consented to be inter’
viewed. Without their expertise, this report would not be possible.

The authors would like to thank the Los Angeles County Chief Sustainability Office for commissioning this report and
the County’s Department of Public Works for its logistical support and expert advice.

Principal Investigator
JR. DeShazo

Authors and Research Team
Daniel Coffee
Maggie Faigen
Jinny Lee Milani
Candice Richardson

This report was prepared for the Los Angeles County Chief Sassainability Office by the UCLA Luskin Center for Inno
vation.
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100% Fiber-based: Disposable items made from
naturally occurring plans fibers such as bagasse (sugarcane or sorghum pulp) and bamboo.

Technical Recyclability: The degree to which a given
product is capable of being recovered and processed to
be used in the manufacture of a new item based on its
material properties, but not considering factors such as
economic viability or contamination.

Single-use: Items that are manufactured and sold with
the intent of being used once before being discarded
and entering the waste stream.

Reusable: Items that are rnarrufattsred and sold with the
intent of fulfilling their intended purposes multiple times
before disposal.

Recycled: When a product that has entered the waste
stream is recovered by a material recovery facility,
processed into its material components, and used in the
manufacture of a new product.

Plastic: A broad class of versatile and durable carbonbased polymers derived from petroleurri.

4

—

Phthalates: Chemical additives used to make plastic
resins more flexible and durable
also sermed plasti
cizers.

PLASTIC WASTE IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY

Microplastics: Traditional petroleum-based plastic frag
ments measuring less than 5 millimeters in length that
have been broken down overtime by natural processes
including ocean currents, photodegradation, oxidation,
and hydrolysis.

Food Service Ware: Items used to package and serve
food and beverages by food service vendors (e.g.,
restaurants, food trucks, fast-food and fast-casual es
tablishments). Includes plates, trays, bowls, clamshell
containers, cups, lids, and accessory items like utensils,
straws, and condiment packages.

De Facto Recyclability: The degree to which a given
product is economically viable for recovery and process
ing to be used in the manufacture of a new item based on
a holistit consideration of its features, including material
properties, contamination, and sorting processes.

Compostable: Disposable items that are certified to
break down in an appropriate environment within a
certain time frame based on physical disintegration so
pieces below a certain size and chemical decomposition,
resulting in solely organic matter. A more stringent clas
sification than biodegradable.

Bioplastic: Plastic polymers derived from naturally
occurring organic compounds such as plant sugar, as
opposed to petroleum.

Biodegradable: Disposable items that are certified to
break down in an appropriate environment within a
certain time frame based on physical disintegration to
pieces below a certain size and chemical decomposition,
but which may leave behind certain nonorganic residues.

definition of terms

While all types of plastic resins are technically re
cyclable, a majority are not actually recycled. This
difference in technical versus de facto recyclability is

pacts in Los Angeles County appear rriout acute.

Single-use plastic food service ware isa contributing
factor to all these impacts, and its outsized represen
tation in litter suggests a particularly significant impact
in the environmental sphere, the area for which im

human health-related impacts associated with plastic
production and plastic waste in Los Angeles County.

Available evidence suggests that there are adverse
environmental, economic, energy-related, and

Our key findings are:

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report analyzes the impacts of plastic production
and waste across several categories and explores the
state of the Los Angeles County waste landscape. We
discuss the technical aspects of plastics and their de
facto recyclability, dependent on their resin type and
several other factors. Finally, we analyze the potential
benefit5 and drawbacks of adopting alternatives to sin
gle-use plastic food service ware, and discuss the lessons
learned byjsrisdictions that have adopted such polities.
The conclusions of this report are bated on an extensive
review of academic research and numerous in-depth
interviews with facility operators, waste industry esperts,
government officials, and product manufacturers, along
with information provided by stakeholder groups.

ing study to inform the drafting of an ordinance addressing plastic waste.

plastic waste, processing, recyclability, and alternatives in the County, and to use the result

versity of California Los Angeles (UCLA) Luskin Center for Innovation to study the issues of

motion directing the Los Angeles County Chief Sustainability Office to contract with the Uni

City of Los Angeles, to phase out single-use plastics. In October 2019, the Board passed a

more sustainable future. Action 107 of the Plan calls for the County, in cooperation with the

OurCounty Sustainability Plan, a broad, regional strategy for transitioning the County to a

In August 2019, the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors unanimously adopted the

executive summary
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• In the food service sector, the adoption of com
postable mare presents potential benefits, including
lomer net lifetime environmental impact and higher
food maste diversion rates. Available evidence sug
gests that, of the potential alternatives, 100% Iiher-based products mithout chemical treatments mill
produce the best outcome. Managing this transition
mill require ensuring the selection of products mith a
lower lifetime environmental impact than their nonplastic counterparts and expanding disposal options
(e.g., composting infrastructure).
• The experiences ofjuriudictions interviemed indicate
that policies restricting plastics have been effective at
reducing the adverse impacts of plastic maate mith no
reported negative economic impacts. Thesejuriudic
tions mith instituted policies have provided avenues
for vendors to claim exemptions for financial hardship,
but the rate at mhich vendora have applied for such
esemptions is very lom, and only a handful have been
granted to date.

• All available evidence suggests that replacing singleuse plastic food service mare mith reusable mare (e.g.,
multiuse dishmare, cups, and utensils) mill reduce
the negative impacts of plastic musty in Los Angeles
County. Evpected effects include a reduction in the
generation of nonrecyclable plastic aolid matte, a
decrease in the prevalence of plastic litteç and fiscal
benefits to vendors, musty management operators,
local governments, and ratepayeru.

• Current recycling policies and practices do not
effectively address the adverse impacts associated
mith single-use plastic food service mare. No recovery
facility serving Los Angeles County currently recy
cles plastic food service mare, primarily due to issues
of food residue contamination, product size, and
product material.

• Only High-Density Polyethylene (HDPL, Code 2)
products and Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET, Code
1) bottles are currently commonly recycled in Los
Angeles County.

driven by a variety of factors including material prop
erties, product size, contamination from food residue
and other substances, and market conditions.

introduction

INTRODUCTION

—

—

This report contains the findings from thut study. We first ex
amine the broad impacts of plastic production and matte mith
respect to the environment, the economy, energy, and human
health. This is follomed by an overviem of the Los Angeles Coun
ty matte landscape: the various facilities and infrastructure that
process matte in the region, the proportions of materials, and
hom recent developments in the market have caused signifi
cant disruption in hom plastics are recycled. We then provide
a background on the technical aspects of plastics including
propertieu and common uses of the variouu types mhich are
highly relevant to hom they are recycled, if at all. From here me
progress to an in-depth discussion on the de facto recyclability
of plastics in Lou Angeles County, discussing the fundamentals of
the recycling process and hom recyclability varies across different
plastic types and products. We then discuss the state of alterna
tives to plautic mithin the food service sector, focuting on hom
reusable and compoutable food service mare comparet to plastic
mith regard to its environmental and economic impacts, along
with other relevant factors. Last, we discuss the degree to which
policies restricting plastic have proliferated in California in recent
years and the key takeawayx from implementing jurisdictiont.

In October 2019, the Board adopted a motion directing the Chief
Suutainability Office to contract with researchers at the Univeruity
of California Lox Angeles (UCLA) Luskin Center for Innovation to
study the issue of plastic food service mare matte in the County.
The study’s purpose is to research the ttate of tingle-use plastics
in the maste stream, especially food service mare, in order to aid
the County in drafting an ordinance to reduce plastic maste.

phase out single-use plastics.1

of Los Angeles, to develop an equitable strategy to

calls for the County, in cooperation with the City

of sustainability in the region. Action 107 of the Plan

ment outlining the County’s approach to the future

Sustainability Plan, a comprehensive strategic docu

Supervisors unanimously adopted the OurCounty

In August 2019, the Los Angeles County Board of

i.

• Recent studies have revealed that common chemicals
found in plastics including utyrene pretent a poten

• Traditional petroleum-based plastics rely on nonre
newable energy sources for production and recovery,
contributing to an increating global carbon footprint
throughout their lifecycle.t

• Polluted thorelines lead to indirect costs to commu
nities including losses in tourism revenue and damage
to recreational/aesthetic values of the coastal envi
ronment.2

• Coastal cities incur significant economic costs us a
result of litter cleanups and prevention efforts.

• Urban runoff channels millions of tons of debrit into
oceans per year, threatening invaluable natural habi
tats and marine life.2

• Plastic litter infiltrates City drainage systems and ac
crues in landfills with a lifespan likely lasting centuries.4

• Plastic is the prirnury source of land litter in California,
making up seven of the top 10 litter products found on
beaches, with four being food service ware.

Key Findings:

health at endocrine diuruptoru (SPA and DtHP) are alto
examined.

,

,

,

,
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Midhast, J Men, M tchter, p., x vosti, 5. t2Ot4l. Reducing Plastic Debris in the Los Angeles and tan Oabniel ticer watersheds tMttM teporti
Bren tchccl of tnuironmental txience x Manageneet- university of california, tanta Barbara
Thompson, t t., Moore, c J., taal, p t.oom, 0 swan, t H 12009), Plastics, the environment and human health’ current consensus and fu’
rure trendt. Philosuphixal Transactions of the toyal society 5: Biological Sciences. tetniened Iron https’//rnyalsocietypublishing.urg/do:/
abs/tt.tt9g/rrtb.20t9.tnts

National Oceanic ana Atmospheric Administration INOAA), ‘Marine Debris: Frequeetly Asked Questions,’ tetr:ened Irom marinedebris nnaa,
goc/inlo/faqs html
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Last, we examine che health impacts associated with
plastics contumption. This sector necestitacet further
research in certain areas, especially concerning styrenes
recent identification as a potential carcinogen.2 Plastic
chemicals that have been proven to threaten human

Our analysis then transitions to how communities and
economies are negatively affected, focusing on both
direct and indirect losses cities suffer as a result of plastic
debris. The millions of California taxpayer dollars allo
cated annually toward litter cleanup and prevention
efforts are recognized as the primary fixcal cost of the
state of plastic waste in the region. We alto reference the
energy-intensive nature of plastics and their reliance on
nonrenewable energy sources for production. As pro
duction of disposable plastics grows, these impacts can
be expected to increase significantly without immediate
intervention.

—

—

This section relies on an estensive literature review to
first examine the harm marine environments face as a
result of plastic litter
most commonly originating
inland
polluting coastlines and oceans. Microplastics
specifically, and the subsequent danger they present to
all ecosystems, are further discussed.

these impacts are noted first and foremost in order to further contextualize the role of plastic
in the waste stream and the need for respective regulation.

mental, economic, energy, and health sectors

Plastics play a major role in everyday use. However, their negative impacts spanning

environ
are reason for critical concern. The effects of

ii. analyzing
the impacts of plastics

.-

Of crucial concern here is the sizable portion of
tingle-use plastic waste that it littered. Inland litter is
carried by rainwater and wind to gutters and storm
drains, clogging systems that contribute to street

Over 8 million tons of plastic enter the oceans each
yeas degrading these natural habitats and threatening
wildlife species, tourism, and commercial fisheriet)° The
California Coastal Comrnitsion reports that plastics mako
up seven of the top 10 litter products found on beaches,
with four being food service ware.2 The Marine Debris
Database produced by the nonprofit Heal the Bay cor
roborates these results, showing that from 1999 to 20W
plastic products were approximately 45% of the litter
found on beaches.r Officials of both coastal cities inter
viewed for this report noted marine impacts as the prime
motivusor for their respective plastics ordinances.

marine environments additionally contribute invaluable
natural beauty to our world

Phntnnrediss
stunS! thsubepuct

Over S million tons
of plastic enter the
oceans each year,
degrading these
and nearby natural
habitats, and
endangering fish,
birds, turtles, and
marine mammals
who mistake
microplastics for
food.

Cleaning up
microplastics
onthebeach:
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united Nations tnuironmens Programme. m.d.). Legal Liwirs an xingle’use Plasrixu and Micrcplartics’ A Global teciew of Nariocal Lawn and
oeyularions. uttp.
california coatsal commission. california coastal clruvup Day History. tetrieced from https.//www.coastal.ca.goc/pabliced/cxd/historp,h:ml
Heal the Ray. Marion Debris Databusn, Ontrinoed from htto://mddb.hculthebay.nrg/Analysiswizard.aspo

virginia Polytechnic institute and State urunrsty 120091. Aquatic Habirurs’ Homes for Axuatir Animals )tusraining America’s Aquatic B:odiner’
siry) virginia cuoperarixe Esrension, ternieced from hrrps //sw pubs,enr ur edu/content/dam/yubs_enr_cr_edu/420/A2u-t22/420-to2pdf
pdf
tur:onal Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration INOAA). ‘why shouid we care about the ocean?’ tetrieced from https //nceansercice.noaa.
goc/facts/why-care-about-ocean html

Aquatic ecosystems, including rivers, lakes, ponds,
streams, springt, and bays. provide our planet with
critical benefits. The aquatic environment providet a
habitat for an array of fish and other wildlife, acts as a
water source for irrigation and drinking water, produc
es nacurul food sources, and helps to prevent and store
flood water.2 The vast marine environment, in addition
so thete benefits, also regulates our climate by trans
porting heat, produces over half of the world’s oxygen,
stores carbon dioxide, provides global economic goods
and services, and alto acts usa primary source of global
transportation for trade and recreation.2 Aquatic and

Aquatic and Marine Impacts

Bisphenol A (SPA) and di(2-ethylhesyl) phthalute
(DEHP) plastic chemicals have also been regarded as
hazardous to human health, particularly impacting the
endocrine system.

tial threat to human health, yet this field necessitates
continued research and analysis.

.,-

C,

-
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—

The California Rocyc)tng and Plastic Pollution Reduction
Act of 2020 reported that state taxpayers pay close to
$420 million each year tn beach cleanup and prevention
efforts across all waste categories, with plastic items
routinely identified as the most common litter type in
coastal litter inventories.24 Presumably, this cost can be
lessened by improved waste management practices and
consumer awareness. The nonprofit Natural Resources
Defense Council further reported that the largest Califor
nia communities spend an average of up to $4.4 million
in annual street smeeping and $2.3 million in manual land
litter cleanup.21

Significant economic costs are incurred on coastal
communities in both direct and indirect espenues related
to plastic debris. With macto management responsibility
falling on county and/or city public agencieu, community
residents are directly impacted regardless of their prov
imity to the ocean. Litter cleanup and prevention efforts,
property damages, and tourism/industry revenue loss
prove costly for municipalities and residents.21

Economic and Community Impacts

including phthalates and SPA affect reproduction and
impair development in a range of marine species.lt Tox
ins from plastics can subsequently enter the food chain,
posing a potential threat to human healthS Microplastics
have been found in fish from Californta fish markets as
mell as in both drinking and bottled mater 12

-

-

.

-

-
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Midbuss. J Men, M., Richteç p. & vest. s. )201a) Reducing Plastrc Debris in the Let Angeles and San Oabnef River Watersheds (MESM Report)
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management’ Untuersiry of Califnreia, Santa farbara
ibid
Los Angeles county Department of Public works An Overview of carrynut Bags in Los Angeles County 2007. P.11 lntsps://Iadpw urg/epd/pdf/
PlasttcRageepnrs,pdf
Midbust. J - Mori, M,, Richter, P. &vosti, B. (2014) Reducing Plastic Debris in the Los Angelrt andnan Cabnei River Watersheds )MRSM Report)
Bren school of Environmental Sctence & Management: uniceruity of califnreta, Santa Oarbara
ibid.
Thompson, sc Moore, c j - Saal, P.S. vom, B Swan, S.H (2000). gassics, she environment and human health current consensus and fu
ture trends Philosophical Transacsivvs uf she RnyalSnviery R: aiologicaluciences Retrieved from hsrps’//rnyalsnciesypublishing org/dni/
abs/to 109a/rstb 2550 0053
Ibid.
Ibid.
Devasahavam, 5, Raman, R Chennakesavulu, K., B RhurtacRarya, S (2010) Plastics-v 11am or Hero5 Polymess a—c Recycled Polymers in M:neral
and Mnrallurgicat Processing-A Review Materials (Baset Switzerland), 12)4), k5S dom’tS.3305/mat2S4ObSS
califnr:a Recycling and Plastic Pollosion Reduction Act of 2020 )n.d I. Retrieved frnw Rrsps://naags,aculsore oeg/wp-rnnrenr/.cploads/2S19/tt/
Plastins-lniriatiue.pdf
ii
take, A tier, B., & Ssickel, B H (2553), Waste In Our Water’ The Annual cost to california Cvmmuniries of Reducing Otter Thur Pollutes Our
Waterways tier Associates. Retrieved from hnw //www nrdc,oro/sises/defaulr/klns/ove tgOR27Sta.edf
a Ibid., California Recycling
and Plastic Pollution Reduction Act of 2520 (nd.) Retrieved from hstps://caaguaculsure.org/wp-contevr/up
loads/2S10/tt/Plastics-inisiasiue pdf
Jahn, A tier, B., & Stickel, R.H - (2013). Waste In Our Water: The Annual cost In calmfnrnia communities of eeducioy Lirter That Pnlluteu Our
Waterways tier Associates. Retrieved from hrrov,//wu’w,vrdc.oro/sitns/dnfvuls/Sies/oce r50R270ta.ndf

Chemical leaching is also cause for concern. Additives

Overtime, natural ocean currents, photodegradution,
ovidation, and hydrolysis break plastics down into
fragments termed microplastics, which measure lest
than S millimeters in length.n A mide range of fish, birds,
turtles, and marine mammals can ingest these particles.
while larger items pose the risk of entanglement. Those
impacts compromise natural processes and threaten
mildlife with laceration or death.r The buoyancy of most
plastic resins also causes debris to accrue on the sea
surface. Moreover, marine organisms can inhabit floating
plastic, allowing for both the transport of invasIve spe
cies and buildup of sunken debris on the seaf Ioor/u

flooding and traffic congestion, while leading debris into
rivers, lakes, and the ocean. Researchers at the Univer
sity of California Santa Barbara Bren School conclude
that plastic debris collected in river and beach cleanups
accounts for about half of all the trash amassed in Califor
nia, with close to S0% being single-use plastic packaging
items:’ The researchers further report that urban runoff
is the primary source of marine debris in the Los Angeles
and San Cubriel River Watersheds, vaith litter recognized
as the primary source of trash within urban runoff.° Plas
tic litter items subsequently impose high cleanup costs
incurred by tatspayers, with Lou Angeles County having
spent $58 million in 2007 on litter prevention, cleanup,
and education.i

ANALYZINO THE IMPACTS OF PLASTICS

coldsberry, c. )2StR, December 20) Pressnre so reduce consumption of single-use plassic packaging wit continue into 255. Res-ieued
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Plastics-Initiative pdf
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risk of cancer, Mutagenesis, 26)5), S5D—5R4. btsps://doi.nrg/tO.t093/musage/gerOss
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Styrene is the main compound of polystyrene
a plas
tic type commonly used to make disposable food service
mare. Polystyrene’s foamed version (espanded polysty
rene) is commonly used to make single-use clamshells

Adverse human health effects related to plastics have
been studied more recently, with specific focus on the
chemical styrene. This chemical has been determined to
be a carcinogen by California’s Office of Environmental
Health Hazard Assessment and is of particular con
cern when heated) Many studies emphasize negative
effects of occupational, high-level evposure to styrene)”
However, in terms of average human esposure, more
robust scientific study on the topic is essential in order to
further understand impacts.

Health Impacts

The California Recycling and Plastic Pollution Reduction
Act of 2020 notes that global plastic production is
estimated to at least triple by 2050, which mould encom
pass 20% of all fossil fuel consumption.24 Ultimately, the
energy-intensive nature of plastic manufacturing, pro
duction, and recovery further contributes to greenhouse
gas emissions and a global reliance on fossil fuels.

likely to lead to significant increases in oil consumption.’
Bottled mater consumption in the United States alone
rose 284% between 5994 and 201 with 67% of all sales
being single-use muter bottles.s

Reanrnovt et al. (2019). Clobal ecological, social and economic imparts of marine plastic tlsecier. Plymouth Marine Laboratory.
Ibtd.
Jahn, A., Icier, B., & Ssickel, RI-I., )zOts). Wante Iv Oar Water The Annual cost to california communities vf eeducivy Litter rhat Pnyures Our
Waterways ties Associates. Ret,ieved from httos://misncnids nrn/sises/defaulslhles/ncc l5Sa27Ofa.ndl
lvdussr:al Economics Incorporated. Assessing the tcvnomic Benefits of Reductions iv Marine Debris: A Pilot Study of Reach Recreation in
Orange county, california. 2514. P.3. Retrieved from htsps://marinedebris.noaa.gnv/reynrc/economic-ssudy-skows-marine-debris-cosss-cali
fornia—residenss—millions-doliars
nknmpsnn, B.C., Moore, c.j., uasl, P.S. uom, B Swan, OH. (2009). Plastics, she environment and human health: current consensus and fu
ture trends. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences. Retrieved from htsos://rnvalsociesvsublishinn.oso/dni/
abs/to tosR/rstb 2000 OOSS
How much nil is used so make plastic? (nd.). Retrieved from hssps://www.eia gov/sonls/fags/fag.phpTid—34&t—6: Thompson, B.C., Moore, C.J.,
Saai, P.S. vnm, B 5mm. 5 H. (2009). Plastics. she e’scirnnmenl and human health’ current csnsw’sus and future trends. Philnsnphrcal Transac
tions of the Royal Society B’ Biological Sciences. Retrieved from kstps’//rnyalsncmtypcklishing.nrg/coi/abs/tO.tOOa/rssb 2009 0053

Plastic production relies on nonrenewable energy sourc
es including feodstock derived from petroleum.tm While
the US. Energy Information Administration is “unable to
determine the specific amounts or origin of the feedstocks that are actually used to manufacture plastics in
the United States,” these processes have been reported
souse close to 4% of global oil yields, with a proportional
amount of energy used in the process. With over onethird of plastic production dedicated specifically to plas
tic packaging, the rise in single-usa plastic applications is

Energy Impacts

Multiple studies have also been conducted to esti
mate the intangible costs associated with plastic waste
specifically. For instance, a 20)9 study quantified the
degradation to marine ecosystems person of plastic.2”
Researchers estimated this loss at $33,000 person of
waste, revealing the potential fiscal impact of debris on
marine environments.rr Further research has additionally
focused on the loss of tourism revenue resulting from
plastic debris. When mashed ashore, plastic litter visually
impairs shorelines and pollutes public space.t5 To avoid
littered beaches, visitors and residents may instead
choose to travel to cleaner beaches, even at additional
espense. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin
istration revealed that reducing marine litter by approx
imately 25% mould save Orange County residents, for
evample. close to $32 million in travel time savings.25

°
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Several studies have identified additional plastic chem
icals that threaten human health, including SPA and
DEHP. SPA is the main component found in more
durable plastics termed polycarbonates, commonly
used to make reusable water bottles, baby bottles, and
food containers. BPA can also be used as an additive for
common plastics in order to strengthen material. DEHP
is another additive in many polyvinyl chloride products,
often used to make materials more flexible and plas
tic-/ike.” Both chemicals have been determined to be
endocrine disruptors, interfering with natural hormone
function in the body and producing severe adverse
effects in humans.1’ Despite the increase in SPA and
DEHP-free products, SPA and DEHP still exist in some
consumer products. However, they are largely absent
from single-use food service mare.

tures, it can migrate from food packaging into the food
it contains.4’ The level of styrene migration that occurs
from food packaging highly depends on the level of fat
content of the food as well.”4 The higher the fat content
and the higher the temperature, the higher the level of
styrene that is released.4’

tOP (Natixval Tvctcxluy Prvgrarol 2Oib Repxrt xv curcvogevs, 54’ Edtrixx: Research ‘trixriçle Park, Nt’
Hurvav services, Public Health service Retrieved frv,v httivs’//vtp,e,ehs nib gvv/gv/rvcla

Research has shown that styrene is of particular concern
for consumers because, when exposed to high tempera-

Due to extensive research, several agencies have con
sequently listed styrene as a hazardous substance. The
International Agency for Research on Cancet an inter
governmental agency that is part of the World Health
Organization, recently updated its classification for
styrene, deterwining that it is probab/y carcinogenic
to huwans.4° This is an increase in the severity classi
fication for the compound from its previous status as
possibly carcinogenic. The National Toxicology Program,
an interagency program within the U.S. Department of
Health and Huwan Services, has also defined styrene
as “reasonably anticipated to be a human carcinogen”
due to limited evidence from human studies and am
ple evidence from animal studies.4’ In 20t6, California’s
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment listed
styrene as a human carcinogen on California’s Proposi
tion 65 list.4’

and containers. Occapational studies have found that
workers exposed to styrene have increased risks of lym
phoma, leukemia, lung tumors, and pancreatic, urinary
bladder, prostate, and colorectal cancers.” Elevated risks
of lymphohewatopoietic cancer have also been found
among workers with high levels of scyrene exposure.”
According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
chronic long-terw exposure to styrene can affect the
central nervous system, resulting in headaches, fatigue,
weakness and depression.”

materials are sent. tandflhled waste is layered up so
hundreds of feet beneath she ground and ix the oldest

• Landfills are sites where the majority of,leftover

der so produce and recover energy. These processes
further d(vers waste from landfills.

• Waste-to-energy processing combusts waste in or

• A secondary MRF can serve as a second line of
defense after waste is sorted by she primary facility.
Materials that mould otherwise be destined for landfill
can inusead be recaptured. There is only one second
ary MRF, Titus MRP Services, currently operating in Lox
Angeles County.

materials to turn into products or packaging.

• A remanufacturing facility accepts baled recyclable

The primary waste facilities in Los Angeles County for
managing the recycling stream and some mixed-waste
processing are materials recovery facilities (MRF5). These
facilities receive waste from residential, commercial
(including multifamily residences), or industrial sources.
Waste is sorted and baled by material type, and ultimate
ly sent to one of she following:49

in Los Angeles County and How?

Who Manages Waste

export regional masse bus MRPs noted that she policy
merely heightened existing problems.

THE P6OELEM OP WASTE IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY

Los Aeyelev County Deparrmevt of Pvbf,c work, )20t8). Polystyrene Poud service mate io Lus Angeles County. )201N1 Retrieved fro,e http:/J
PIe lacvavry.yovfSDstnter/bos/suvdocs/115952.sdf

• Recent Chinese policy imposing import restrictions
have upturned the global recycling industry. The
County has been severely impacted with where it tan

• Plastics prove the most challenging material within
the waste stream in terms of recovery limitations and
disposal as litter.

• Organic waste including many disposable plustix al
ternatives requires processing at composting facilities
but insufficient composting infrastructure currently
exists in the County.

• Many complex moving operations within the waste
stream lead to a significant portion of waste being
sent to landfill sites as convenient and economic
solutions, yet plastic waste persists in landfill environ
ments for up to centuries.

Key Findings:
• MRPs that sort and bale residential and commercial
maste are the predominant waste processing opera
tors in Los Angeles County.

This section is based primarily on interviews with waste
management experts and is supplemented by informa
tion from County reports. It discusses waste manage
ment in Los Angeles County, the materials in the waste
and recycling stream, and the impact of China’s latest
waste policy.

reliance on these facilities,

played a lesser role in waste management, but recent industry changes will require increased

Historically, the County has relied on both private and public firms that operate materials
recovery facilities, or MRFs, for waste processing. Composting facilities have traditionally

To assess plastic waste in Los Angeles County, it is crucial to examine the waste management
structure and waste stream. Different types of facilities process different types of materials.

the problem of waste
in Los Angeles County
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technical
aspects of plastics

Plastics are either identified as shermoplastics (able to
be reheated and reshaped multiple times) orthermo
sets (limited to one permanent solid state). The most
common types of plastic resins produced are thermo
plastics.

Most plastics are made with feedstock derived from
petroleum including ethylene and propylene, making
them inexpensive to manufacture. Further processing

Plastics are grouped into two general classifica
tions: thermoplastics and thermosets. The former
encompasses the majority of plastic products because
of its design versatility and recoverability. Thermoplas
tics become liquid as opposed to burning when heated
and solidify when cooled. They can be reheated and
reshaped multiple times mit5out compromising chemical
properties, making them ideal for general food pack
aging applications. In contrast, thermosets are unable
to melt back to original form, even at extreme tem
peratures. They can be heated only once. Thermosets
remain isa permanent solid state once set and are thus
more commonly sued for attomonile and construction
materials.’’

Different Types of Plastics
and Subsequent Impacts

• None of the regularly used plastics (Codes 1-6) are
biodegradable.5’

serve as efficient sorting tools.

,
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• For consumer and industry purposes, plastics are
identified by resin identification codes (RfCs) most
often imprinted on the bottom of the product. These
codes do not indicate recyclabilixy they instead

• Their durability and versatility make traditional
petroleum-based plastics suitable for a range of
end-market uses and thus beneficial as single-use
food service ware materials.

-

Key Findings:

We examine the different plastic resin types in this sec
tion, with an introdaction to the general classifications of
plastics including raw waterials and subsequent addi
tives. We then present the most comwon plastics wore
specifically by resin identification code, with listed prop
erties, appearance traits and uses for each. This section
concludes with a mention of recyclability challenges for
these plastic resins, further analyzed in Section V.

plastic to persist in the environment, making complete decomposition nearly impossible.

service ware applications.58 These same resilient properties, howeveC consequently allow for

These plastics’ versatility and resistance to degradation can make them advantageous in food

and durable to use, with a diversity of polymers that provide for a range of potential uses.

make up the more general plastics category. Traditional plastics are both inexpensive to make

is crucial to take a detailed look into the different classifications and specific resin types that

In order to understand the target of potential single-use plastics regulation in the County, it
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3. Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC, Code 3)
PVC isa strong and rigid plastic that can be softened
and made more flexible with plasticizers, including
phthalates.” Nonpiasticized (rigid) PVC is commonly
used for heavy construction applicationx because
of its stiff and noncorrosive properties.” Plasticized
(flexible) PVC film ix often used to create plastic
medical, cosmetics and device packaging. Plastic
cling wrap wax previously a popular byproduct, but
safety concerns over the use of phthalatet in food
packaging have resulted in a rise in PVC plastic wrap
alternatives including LDPE.M Recycling of both

2. High-Density Polyethylene (HOPE, code 2)
HDPE is also one of the most commonly used plastic
types. Eoth the high- and low-density versions of
polyethylene are inexpensive to make and easy to
form.” HDPE is strong and durable, providing good
rvsistance to chemicals and moisture. It can be made
in natural form (clear) or colored, and is often axed
to manufacture bottles for milk, juice, detergents
and shampoos, along with less robust products
such ax plastic grocery and retail bags. The HDPE
recycling market is currently the healthiest among
the various plastic resins, and is ubiquitously recov
ered by MRFs in the County.

—

—

tion to being lightweight and easy to transport.”
These propertien make it particularly suitable for a
variety of food service ware applications. Eeverage
bottles and food jars are commonly manufactured
from PtT, along with certain types of single-use food
service mare including clamshells, containers, and
cups. All MRFs in Los Angxles County apart from
operatorx focused on niche sectors (e.g., construc
tion and demolition)
currently recycle PET bever
age bottles and food jars.

Thomeson, xc Moore, C a, Saai, r.s. ‘on, & 5,san. S H (20091. Pfasti,s, the enaixonwent and hartan health cartet ror.xnnsas and Batate trends vvi)xxxphical nraotactioos of the eoyal Society B. Piolopical vc,e,icea Rettieved Itom https.//royaltacietgpablixhing,org/doi/

1. PolyethyleneTerephthalate (PET or PETE, Code 1)
PET is one of the most regularly used plastics. PET is
extremely strong and resistant to bacteria, in addi

Plastic Resins by Resin Identification Code

There are seven identification codes used for varying
thermoplastic resins. Each is represented ax a number
between land 7 enclosed by a triangular symbol (see
Table 1). There are six codes of commonly used resint:
Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET or PETE, Code 1),
High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE, Code 2), Polyvinyl
Chloride (PVC, Code 3), Low-Density Polyethylene (LDPE,
Code 4), Polypropylene (PR Code 5), and Polystyrene (PS,
Code 6). Code 7 (OTHER) is used for products made from
either mixed resins or a resin type other than the first
six. These resins vary widely in their technical properties,
products they are commonly used for (discussed below)
and in their recycling outcomes in Los Angeles County
(indicated below, the reasons for which are discussed in
Section V).

Resin identification codes imprinted on plastic products
indicate the type of material they arv made from, It is
important to note that the RIC does not signify that it is
recyclable or that it is derived from recycled materials.ta
Instead, the PlC system simply provides waste collectors
and facilities throughout the recovery and recycling
chains with a standardized sorting tool. The PlC system
was developed by the Society of the Plastics Industry in
1988 and has since been recognized globally with the
help of the American Society for Testing and Materials.”

to a polymer resin typically requires the use of additives
including plasticizers, stabilizers, dyes and chemicals in
order to strengthen the material and improve perfor
mance.”

Low-Density Polyethylene (LOPE, Code 4)
LOPE is flexible and resistant to moisture, chemicals,
and force.” Its lower density (compared to HOPE)
and soft testure make it popular to use for nonfood
service ware applications including plastic hIm and
packaging (e.g., bags for trash, dry cleanipg, news
papers, and produce). It is also used as an alterna
tive so PVC plastic cling wraps. Rigid LDPE is used to
make lids, caps, and toy products. There is currently
no healthy market for recycled LDPE, and as such, it
is not recycled in Los Angeles County.
—

7. OTHER or Mixed Plastics (Code 7)
Plastics made of more than one resin or those that
do not fit the previous categories are deemed
OTHER. This category includes acrylic and nylon
polymers. Code 7 products are not typically recycla
ble in Los Angeles County; howeveç bio-based and
biodegradable alternatives to traditional plastics,
such at polylacsic atid, fall within this category and
may have better retovery potential depending on
available options for disposal (e.g., composting)

—

EPS is used for food packaging (e.g., clamshells,
cups, plates, and trays) as well as for protective pack
aging (e.g., egg cartons, coolers, cushioning, and
building materials) because of its thermal insulation
and impact protection. Its cheap nature lends itself
to single-use disposal products, yet PS/EPS waste
is especially difficult to transport and sort due to
‘so weight. Its low density also makes it difficult for
facilities to retover a mass of P5/EPS that is sufficient
for recycling in an economically viable manner. PS
recycling is thus generally inefficient and not prac
ticed in Los Angeles County. and most PS/EPS goods
intluding food service ware
are either land
filled or littered.

PLASTIC WASTE IN 105 ANCELES COUNTY
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6. Polystyrene (PS, Code 6)
PS is naturally hard and brittle with a relatively low
resistance to heat. it it inexpensive to produce and
can be made into a solid or foam. Solid PS is often
used so make disposable cutlery and smoke detec
tor tases. Expanded polystyrene (EPS) white foam is
conversely extremely lightweight and predominantly
made of air. EPS is often, but erroneously, called “Sty
rofoam.” Howeveç Styrofoam is a particular brand of
exrruded polystyrene (xP5), a fundamentally differ
ent product.”

5. Polypropylene (PP, Code 5)
PP is essremely versatile and heat resistant. Its high
melting point allows it to work well for use in food
containers that are microwave and dishwasher safe,
while also being a popular resin to make yogurt, ice
cream, and pharmaceutical containers in addition to
straws?’ Its stiffness and moisture barriers allow it to
be used for many appliances and automotive parts.
PP can also be made into a hbeç often used for car
peting. Economically viable recycling of PP requires
optical sorting equipment under current market
conditions, and some facilities with this equipment
turrently recover PP in Los Angeles County. How’
evet MRFs using only manual sorting methods have
generally been unable to reCover PP products.

4.

forms is generally limited in Los Angeles County
because they are difficult to identify and isolate in
sorting protesses, given the wide variety of products
for which they are used.

l

(PS): disposable cutlery; smoke
detector cases (EPS): clamshells;
cups; plates; trays; egg cartons;
coolers; cushioning

Eottjes maltilayer packaging

(PS); hard; brittle; low heat
resistance; inexpensive
(EPS); lightweight;
thermal insulation; impact
protection
Mixed resins: acrylic, nylon;
bioplastics (PLA)

Polystyrene

Other

(Rigid) LOPE: lids; caps; toy
products

Plastic film; trash bags; dry
cleaning bags; produce bags

cling wrap; medical packaging;
cosmetics packaging

applications (Flexible) PVC:

I (Rigid) PVC: construction

Yogurt containers; ice cream
containers; microwavable food
containers; automotive parts;
carpeting

resistant; chemical-resistant

Flexible; soft; moisture-

softened with plasticizers

(Rigid) PVC: strong; stiff;
noncorrosive (Flexible) PVC:

detergent/shampoo bottles;
plastic grocery and retail bags

Milk bottles; juice bottles;

Inexpensive; easy to form;
strong; durable; resistant

to chemicals and moisture;
permeable to gas

Water bottles; soda bottles;jars
for spreads/jaws; clamshells

USES

Lightweight; strong;
resistant to bacteria; can be
clearorcolor-matched

PROPERTIES

Heat- and moistureresistant; stiff

Polypropylene

Low-Density
Polyethylene

Polyvinyl
Chloride

Polyethylene

High-Density

Polyethylene
Terephtalate

RESINTYPE

I

—

optical
sorting-

No

No

facilities only

equipped

No

No

No

es

—

yes
bottles
and jars only

RECYCLED
INLACOUNTY

and lightweight. Oespite most plastics being technically
recyclable, the fate of any given product depends heavily
on market conditions and infrastructure.

THE TECHNICAL APECTS OF PlASTICS

Compared to glass or metals, plastics require more thorough sorting to be recycled, ax each resin type varies by
property and heat resistance. Plastics sorting is especially
thallenging because many plastic products are small

Major Considerations Regarding Plastics Recovery

OTHER

PS

LOPE

PVC

A
A
A
A
A

HOPE

RIC

Table 1: Plastic Resins by Resin Identification Code (RIC)
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An important element of the National Sword regulation
is that it demonstrated to operatoru that market con
ditions for recovered plastic can change unpredictably,
quickly, and drastically. One operator expressed concern
that companies may endanger themselves by investing
heavily in hardware and facilities to recover certain ma
terials such as plastics like PET with a current healthy
only for conditions to change again and leave
market
them in an untenable position. While cliché, this under
scores the importance of certainly to businesses, and
should be considered in any future policy decisions made
by the County.

More generally, there is some caution amongst MRF
operators aboct how market conditions may continue to
fluctuate and the impacts this may have on their busi
ness. Currently, the only plastic resins that can be said
with confidence to have healthy, stable markets are PET
and HOPE. The market for PP, according to one operator,
is teetering on the edge of viability. Besides niche cases,
as aforementioned, other categories of plastic are not
generally economically viable to recover in Los Angeleu
County.

FourMRFu indicated that small markets for particular res
ins continue to exist overseas in Southeast Asia, including
Indonesia and Vietnam. Howeveç this is predominantly
polypropylene (CodeS) and, at the one facility inter
viewed that still bales it, mixed plastics (Codes 3-7),as
there are robust domestic markets for PET (Code 1) and
HOPE (Code 2).

PLASTIC WASTE IN LOS ANcELES COUNTY
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For MRFs in the Los Angeles region, international mar
kets currently play a significantly smaller role with regard
to selling recovered plautic compared to pre-National
Sword regulation. All six applicable MRFs interviewed
indicated that their primary market for major resin cate
gories
especially PET (Code]) and HOPE (Code 2)—
were now within California. The market for these resins,
especially PET, is strong in the Los Angeles region specifi
cally. Several MRFs also indicated that Alabama-based KW
Plastics is a high-profile destination, particularly for resins
other than PET and HOPE (i.e., Polypropylene, Code 5).

—

Consequent outcomes have been varied. Many facil
ities, including several recycling centers and MRFa in
Los Angeles County, have closed since 2018 because of
operational lossesY Other locations in California remain
open but face operational losses
which can exceed
millions of dollars annually that threaten their longev
ity.v In many other instanceu, operators have cut back
on services or raised prices through newly negotiated
municipal contracts or weekly rates, imposing addi
tional costs onto local governments and customers.88
The economic impact on these parties is compounded
by falling revenue from recycling programs. An illustra
tive example is the City of San Diego, which expected
to receive approximately $600,000 in revenue from itu
recycling contractors for the 2019 fiscal year compared
to $4 million in 2017.80 Thus, while firm figures have been
difficult to identify for Los Angeles County or the City of
Los Angeles, it is likely that they and ratepayeru are bear
ing millions of dollars in additional costs due to changes
in the recycling market since 2018.

—

—

whereas previously these items would have been a
source of profit.m This hus led many operators in the
waste industry
including haulers, MRFs, and recy
cling centers
to experience a sizable drop in revenue,
putting them in dire financial straits.

Reusable ware avoidu many potential pitfalls and chal
lenges posed by the need for disposal. With regard to
environmental impacts, the available research strongly
favors reusable food service items having lower impacts
than equivalent disposable items over the course ofa
product’s lifetime. More so than alternative disposable
items, howeveç increased adoption of reusables would
in many cases require investment in nem equipment and
reworking everyday practices by businesses, in addition
to raising potential issues regarding compliance with
health code in the case of customer-owned reusable
items.

Based on available information, increased usage of reus
able ware in the Lou Angeles County food service sector
would likely bean unequivocal net benefit. Potential
avenues for such a transition include more consistent
usage of reusable items at dine-in food service locations,
increasing the frequency with which customers purchase
beverages in reusable cups or travel mugs, and adopting
models that allow for food and beverage to be placed in
reusable containers.

Reusable Alternatives

adoption of reusable items and that reducing plastic
waste will lower costs on operatoru, municipal govern
ments, and ratepayeru. Homeveç specific quantifiable
predictions in this area are difficult to make.
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• Available evidence indicates that threats to businesses
and the economy overall posed by transitions to plas
tic alternatives are small, if any. Available evidence sug
gests that food vendors may benefit fiscally following

• Increased adoption of compostable items may be
beneficial, but many factors complicate selection of
appropriate alternatives within thiu product category.

• Utilizing reusable food service mare in place of dispos
able options has the greatest potential to reduce the
negative impacts associated with plastic waste in Los
Angeles County, among the alternatives available.

Key Findings:

In this section we focus on the two main categories of
alternatives to single-use plastic food service mare: re
usable ware and compoutable disposables. With respect
to the former we discuss how lifetime environmental
impacts compare to plastics, the economic ramifications
of increased adoption, and some important consider
ations unique to a transition to reusables. For the latter,
we discuss the nature of compostable and biodegradable
materials, including some specific types, and perform
a similar comparison of the lifetime impacts of these
products to plastics when used for food service ware.
We identify particular challenges related to the disposal
of such items and review the economic ramifications of
increased usage.

have lower impacts and better disposal options than plastic. It is therefore important for the
County to evaluate the pros and cons of these options as it considers policy options to reduce
plastic waste generation and litter,

eral cities in California have enacted policies designed to increase usage of reusable items by
food vendors and their customers. However, it cannot be assumed that any alternative will

Alternatives to plastic packaging have proliferated in recent years: Options for compostable
packaging have expanded, particularly in the field of disposable food service ware, and sev

analysis of
plastic alternatives
vi.
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Even accounting for varying methodologies, reusable
items result in lower lifetime impacts than disposables. In
one of the most heavily studied comparisons
ceramic
coffee cups versas disposable paper or polystyrene cups
estimates on lifetime uses for the former to outper
form disposables range from as low as 18 (vs paper) or
70 (vs polystyrene) to a few hundred.v To put these
numbers in context, lifetime uses of dishware in a food
service setting can be in the thousands.° isis also worth

pared are greenhouse gas emissions, energy inputs, wa
ter use, ecosystem impacts, and solid waste generation.

•

I
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Sheehan, fill 120171 creevhouse cas Impacts of Sisyvsablv vs seusable foodservico frodvvts cloav Water Artivo/Cleao Water fund. Retrieved
December 12, 2019 from blIps //ivww cleanwateraction org/sites/default/hles/cA_seTb,j:rsvw_cHt_F1NALO pdl
city of Portland sustainabilisv at work (25t9l. feusable Dishmaro lwhv switch’) The city of fvrrlaod Oregon Sesrainakilirv at Work felrieved
December12. 2019, from hntps://wiwc.portlardoregoo.gov/sustaioakilirvarmork/article/557450

—
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Across most environmental impact categories. ecistirsg
research shows a cossessus that a reusable food service
ware product given reasonable assumptions about its
lifetime uses will have a smaller footprint than dis
posable options. The esact break-even point can vary
somewhat among product types, depending on produc
tion inputs and rates of loss, theft, or breakage. Estimates
may also vary based on the exact methods researchers
use. The main (but not exhaustive) categories by which
reusables and diuposables have been historirally com

Comparative Life Cycle Impacts of Reusables

$ small change; $$ moderate change; $$$ major change.

Ecooomic impacts (e.g., porchasiog costs, operating costs, waoicipal eopoediseres): red

Ingeepreting impacts: • lodicates states qeo.
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major iwproneweet.
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cold beverage
cops/lids; hos
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lieiogs; ulamshells: straws

Table 2: Relative Impacts of Plastic Food Service Ware and Alternative Usage

—

8. Public Events: Some studies have found mised
results when comparing the impacts of reusables
versus disposables in certain settings. The primary
esample is public events, where comparisons of
different food service ware cup options have yielded
inconclusive results on which is most desirable from
an environmental impact standpoint.97 Small-scale

A. Impact Categories: While reusables generally
outperform disposables in lifetime energy inputs
and greenhouse gas emissions, other categories
can deliver mised results depending on the specific
product. For instance, an assessment of reusable
coffee containers by CIRAIC found that, while still a
better option overall, travel mug impacts were sim
ilarly severe or worse in the Quality of Ecosystems
and Water Consumption categoriesY In particulat
water usage associated with cleaning practices ivan
important consideration, though one that can be
ameliorated through increased efficiency. Negative
impacts of reusable products can also be lessened by
adopting those that use less material in their manu
facturing process while maintaining durability.

Despise available research consistently favoring reusable
food service ware items over disposables in terms of
lifetime environmental impact, there are two important
caveats:

waste generatedY4 In a case study (albeit from the early
tQ9Os) of hospital food service, replacing disposable
items with reusable dishes reduced solid waste genera
tion by99%?

ANALYSIS OF PLASTIC ALTERNATIVES

fot’,oved December12, 2ely from htrss’//lrob.sprrogercoin/anicle/lO 1057/s113k7-v13’ch97-7
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LifecvcleAnalys:nffasticPlarevsceramic.pdf; copefaod, Audrey M.. Alisoo A. Ormsby, Avdrea M. willingham (20sf). Assesvmeos and cowyara
live Analysis of a 5oosablc verses Disposable no-Co Sgstem. Svsra:oabihry: rIte Journal of eecord b(b). ktrsv://doi.org/fO.1059/sus.25’3.9532,
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Perhaps she most impacsful effect of replacing dispos
able food service ware with reusables is in the area of sol
id waste. Past assessments and case studies have found
that transitioning to reusables from disposables in both
the food service sector and other areas (e.g., drinking
water) drastically reduces weight and volume of solid

—

In the case of other reusable food service ware items
including water containers, food clamshells, travel
mugs, and utensils
reusables continue to exhibit lower
lifetime impacts than functionally similar disposable
products. While life cycle analysis research on these
items is less prevalent than studies comparing ceramic
mugs and disposable cups, what data is available tends
so show greater benefits and lower break-even points
for reusables :n these categories. Lifetime uses for these
prodacts may need to be as low as to-so (plates and
bowls), 55-30 (clamshells), or two (flatware/utensils) to
be preferable to their disposable counserparssY’ Findings
of reusable preferability hold for items that are com
monly customer-owned, such as plastic or stainless steel
travel mugs and to-go food boxes made from materials
like polypropylene.

—

noting that, as a general trend, more recent studies in
this area tend to find lower break-even pointy
that is,
reusables seem to become more advantageous com
pared so disposables overtime. It is likely that increases
in the energy and water efficiency of dishwashing pro
cesses bear some responsibility for this trend, and that
it will continue as decarbonization of she electricity grid
continuesY2
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evpanioed polystyrene, the impact is of insufficient mag
nitude to render the vendor financially unsustainable.uii
Furthermore, analysis of customer elasticities in response
to price increases at restaurants found that there is gen
erally an inelastic customer demand to price increases
and a generally elastic demand for different restas
rants.im This means that any increase in prices instituted
by a food vendor to cover increased food service ware
costs would likely not result in a significant reduction in
customers.

ibid.
ibid.

PLASTIC WASTE IN LOS ANOELES couNTy

Economic & Piavving systems, ins. 12et21 Economic impact Aoaiyiis of cpu Feodware costs.

found no severely detrimental effects of existing bans on
the restaurant industry.’’ There were no reports of any
food establishment going out of business becasve of an
espanded polystyrene ban and, while most cities offered
some form of financial hardship exemption, no financial
hardship applications were reported. Scenario analysis
of profit margins for full- and limited-service restaurants
found no case in which an establishment would have a
post-ban profit margin below zero, suggesting that while
the cost increase will impact food vendors using

No negative effects were reported by any city official
we interviewed post-implementation of their policy.

Policy enforcement proved to be the main challenge
for many early-adopter cities.

Historically, policies designed to reduce plastic waste in
California have predominantly focused on two catego
ries of products: lightweight plastic bags and polysty
rene. Plastic bag bans were first implemented in various
cities throughout the state in 2008 and have become
highly publicized in years since.00 Due to the positive
effects of these citywide initiatives, California became
the first state to pass a Single-use Carryout Bag Ban
(SB 270) in 20th, with close to iSO cities having already
adopted some sort of plastic bag restriction prior to the
statewide rule.’°SB 270 prohibits grocery stores, certain
retail stores, convenience stores, and liquor stores from
providing single-use plastic carryout bags to customers.
In lieu of plastic, the affected stores can instead provide

SB 270 Sets a Plastic Precedent in California

-

The lack of recyclability for many plastics, especially
polystyrene, was an added justification by many cities.

POLICY PROCESS AND DE5ION LESSONS POM CITIES WITH ExIST1NO PLASTICS POLICIES

(C. cadwayad,-r, personal commonicanion, January 6,20201
List of Local Bag Bans. (cdl. Entris-ved December ta, 2my, frnm htsps.//wama.cawrecycles.erg/Iisi-of-Incal-bag-bans
tingle-use Carrynus Bag Ban ItS 2701. mdl. teininued December ia, 2019, from https://mww.cairecycle.ca.gou/piasiics/carrpouibags

All (eight of eight) city interviewees noted negative
environmental impacts and litter us the two main ra
tionales behind all respective plastic ordinances.

Plastic bans have been proved to be effective at
reducing plastic waste, with results from Senate Bill
270’s plastic bag ban revealing a significant decrease in
plastic bag use in California.

Key Findings:

In this section, we provide background information relat
ing to the general history of California plastics regulation
both statewide and citywide, notably concerning plastic
bags and polystyrene/expanded polystyrene ordinances.
Next, we discuss our qualitative city interview findings,
first examining respective policy development and ratio
nale then transitioning to policy implementation. Transi
tion periods, the stakeholder engagement process, and
public education are the specific focuses of analysis here.
Once development and implementation are identified,
we discuss cities’ policy execution including challenges
and areas for improvement, post-policy effects and sub
sequent impacts on affected businesses.

throughout this report.

into the policy process and design, as well as the lessons learned from their experience. To
enhance the quality of information obtained, identities of city officials remain confidential

of these policies. To further evaluate existing regulation in the state, we conducted a series of
eight interviews with city officials who have implemented plastic policies to gain more insight

In California, 135 cities and counties have adopted ordinances related to single-use plastic
reduction.i20 We performed extensive research to better analyze the history and effectiveness

policy process and
design lessons from cities
with existing plastics policies
VII.

1

A lack of recyclubility for many plastics, especially
polystyrene, was cited as additional policy justifi
cation by several cities. Officials discussed the lack

nought to understand the rationale behind these
policies to further determine initial purpose and
ultimate effectiveness. Unsurprisingly, litter and its
subsequent impact on marine environments was
noted as primary motivation for policy development
from all city representatives, most crucially by the
two coastal cities that were interviewed. Economic
interests were additionally referenced by all, either
related to cleanup costs or tourism revenue loss
concerns.

Policy Development and Respective Rationale: ‘Ne

We conducted eight interviews with California city
officials who have enacted stringent single-use plastic
reduction policies in order so gain insight into respective
processes and lessons learned. Officials from five cities
in Los Angeles Coanty were interviewed in addition to of
ficials from three cities outside the County. Information
was gathered regarding policy development, implemen
tation, and execution processes. We were also able to
gather information related to post-policy effectiveness
and current challenges/areas for improvement.

Interviews With City Officials

been in place for a long time, with Berkeley being the
first city to pass an expanded polystyrene ban in 19BB.dv
Within L.A. County, 13 cities have an expanded polysty
rene or polystyrene ban (see Appendix B). Several cities
have transcended an initial expanded polystyrene ban
and implemented more stringent policies concerning
single-use plastics. The development of recent ordinanc
es has demonstrated city/county efforts to dramatically
reduce regional waste and develop more sustainable
solutions to she challenges posed by plastics.
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In addition to plastic bag bans, several cities have
adopted other policies to reduce plastic including, bat
not limited to, bans on latex ballons, expanded polys
terene, and plastic straws (or straws provided upon
request only). In California. there are currently 135 local
ordinances, either city or countywide, restricting plas
tics. Historically, the majority of these policies have fo
cused on expanded polystyrene or polystyrene products
(see Appendix A and C))w Many of these policies have

Single-Use Plastic Regulation
in California Cities

Positive effects were observed regarding litter reduction
as well. Pre-policy, B-10% of littered items collected in
California were paper or plastic bags. In 2017 post-policy,
the percentage of plastic and paper bags collected de
creased to 3.B7% of the litter ssream)it A report released
by UCLA in partnership with the City of Los Angeles
Bureau of Sanitation estimated that close to 11,400 tons
of litter will be diverted in 2020 alone as a result of the
plastic bag ban)’2 These findings demonstrate that
large-scale bans on products or materials are effective in
reducing plastic waste and litter.

A poss-evaluation study conducted by CalRecycle reveals
significant reduction rates for plastic bag usage as a
resalt of the policy)55 Within a six-month period, close so
66 million reusable bags and 45 million recycled paper
bags were reportedly sold to customers post-SB 270.h1
In contrast, approximately 435 million single-use plastic
bags and 116 million paper bags were sold to customers
before policy implementacion2’ These numbers rep
resent an B5% decrease in the number of plastic bags
distributed and a 61% decrease in the number of paper
bags distributed so customers2t

customers with a reusable tote or recycled paper bag for
a minimum oflO cents.132

Additionally, challenges regarding city borders
were raised, particularly when neighboring cities do
not have a policy in place. Pood truck vendors are
especially impacted in this capacity and compliance
assurance is nearly impossible given that many ven
dors cross city borders daily. Multiple officials also
noted that although they have seen positive effects
from their respective policies, due to variability by
city, confusion for citizens and businesses can ensue.

The city exhibiting the strictest enforcement system
has an inspector personally “audit” every restau
rant to ensure businesses are complying with the
ordinance, yet due to the time-consuming process
that this requires, inspectors have yet to visit every
affected establishment after more than two years
since the policy’s enactment date.

3. Challenges and Areas for Improvement: City offi
cials expressed a shared primary challenge concern
ing policy enforcement. Ensuring compliance for
businesses proves difficult and demanding consid
ering the sheer number of firms and varieties in one
region. With a lack of resources notably including
time and staff, most cities have been unable to
monitor compliance. Instead, many city officials in
terviewed rely on a simple complaint-based system,
transferring responsibility to local customers and
employees. One city allows citizens to report viola
tions through an app, making the complaint process
easy and convenient.

tion and outreach were a top priority for all city
officials interviewed. To maximize public aware
ness, several city teams created explanatory flyers
in multiple languages for diverse constituents.
The majority of the cities stated that the public
reception has been mostly positive and that most
people in the community have been in favor of the
ordinance. Several mentioned that their citizens
welcomed the ordinance as they wanted to help
make a positive impact on their community.

c. Public Education and Awareness: Public educa

video for affected businesses, distributed along
with a brochure of compliant products.

POLICY PROCESS AND DESIGN LESSONS COW CITIES WITH EXISTING PLASTICS POLICIES

took a proactive approach to the stakeholder
engagement process. Pre-policy implementation,
many officials noted citizens and businesses mere
provided with ample resources needed to un
derstand the purpose of the policy as well as the
relevant details and timeline. Once passed, many
cisies sent mailers to all affected stakeholders to
raise awareness of initial policy implementation.
Workshops were also used as an educational tool,
providing businesses with compliant product
samples or brochures including a list of compliant
materials by product category. One unique stras
egy described was the creation of an esplanatory

b. Stakeholder Engagement Process: Several cities

a minimum six-month “grace period” in order to
give businesses enough time to use up their cur
rent stock of products and to develop a plan for
transitioning to compliant alternatives. This delay
allowed for internal adaptation, especially con
cerning subsequent modifications to business op
erations, for one city, she transition period proved
much longer (almost triple in length) and was
strongly advised against. for the cities with the
most stringent plastic policies, many employed a
phase-in approach comprising an initial policy that
banned only expanded polystyrene or polystyrene
food service mare, for esample, then a second
phase banning the resail sale and distribution of
most polystyrene products.

a. Transition Periods: All cities interviewed granted

2. Policy Implementation: Many cities proved to share
similar policy implementation processes including
transition period mandates, extensive stakeholder
engagement, and education/awareness campaigns.

of a market for polystyrene and others, stressing
economic inefficiency for local recovery facilities
to recycle the material. While a few officials stated
that the negative impacts of plastic on human health
were a topic of discussion, only one city official
stated thus health-related impacts were enough
ofan impetus for policy implementation. Notably,
howeveç a handful of cities agreed that a reduction
in negative health impacts would prove an added
benefit resulting from the policy.

Our study ultimately revealed that few financial
hardship waiver applications have been submit
ted in all cities interviewed, wtH waivers being
granted only in one-off circumstances. Most cities
have instead been successful in finding affordable
alternative solutions for businesses that are easily
adoptable. Additionally, all cities allow exemptions
for businesses with no existing compliant alternative.
Only one city official mentioned they have been
unable to find an alternative for a very specific prod
uct unique to a certain business. Most notably, no
negative effects for businesses were reported by any
city official post-implementation of their policy.

that these policies directly impact local firms,
impacts on affected businesses were top of mind for
a majority of the city officials interviewed. Seven of
the eight cities interviewed currently offer a finan
cial hardship waiver for businesses, allowing them
to express a state of financial distress and need
for additional time to purchase compliant prod
uct alternatives. A request loran exemption must
be filed in writing and sent to the appropriate city
managet along with documentation that proves
financial hardship in order to be considered. The
only city interviewed that did not include a finan
cial hardship waiver in its ordinarce conducted an
alternative cost-evaluation study, concluding that
only high-volume food providers exclusively using
expanded polystyrene would be significantly impact
ed. This city further determined these vendors to be
outliers.

S. Economic Impact on Affected Businesses: Given

PLASTIC WASTE IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY

The lack of quantitative litter data pre- and post-pol
icy proved a common issue for many officials we
spoke with, making it difficult to accurately assess
how effective the policy has been at reducing plastic
waste.

for the purpose of this report, that we were unable
to access city-specific quantitative data pertaining
to post-policy effects of respective ordinances.
Although statistics are limited, city officials observed
a reduction in litter based on anecdotal evidence,
especially with regard to polystyrene. This informa
tion has not been historically tracked by munici
palities, in part due to logistical difficulties, and
information available through nongovernmental or
ganizations can be inconsistent in its methodology.

4. Policy Execution and Effects: It is important to note,

Another issue discussed was the preferred alterna
tive to the banned food service ware materials. While
one city official cited 100% fiber-based as a preferred
alternative, another was concerned that these
products can Contaminate the recycling stream if
not disposed of correctly. However, it is unlikely that
such products would represent a marginal increase
in the contamination of recycling compared to the
status quo, even in a worst-case scenario.
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Cdy and county piastic poircy data bern pubic records, compiled and
provided by Craig Cadwaitador
Service iayer (mm Esn. Garmin, GEBCO. NOAA. and other xonInbutors.
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Government facility EPS ban.

PS Ban
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EPS Ban

EPS Bun

PS Ban

Hermosa Beach

Los Angeles City

Los Angeles County

Long Beach

Manhattan Beach
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Initial ban on polystyrene food service ware. Ban In
2014 prohibits polystyrene coolers, straws, lids, and
utensils. 2018 ban prohibits polystyrene egg cartons
and packing materials 2019 ban prohibits polysty
rene meat and produce trays.

Expanded polystyrene food service ware ban. Also
prohibits the sale and distribution of polystyrene
ice chests and polystyrene bean bags. Utensils and
straws are provided upon request only for take out
orders.

initial ban inclues polystyrene food service ware.
Updated polystyrene ban includes ban on sale and
distribution of meat trays, plastic straws, packing
materials and Mylar balloons
Government facility EPS ban.

PS Ban

Espanded polystyrene ban on all food
packaging, requirement that all takeout food
packaging must be returnable, recyclable,
biodegradable, or degradable.
Ban on distribution and sale of polystyrene food
service ware, requires food providers to provide
takeout disposable utensils to customers upon
request only. Ban on polystyrene coolers (not
encapsulated).

Culver City

..

BPS Ban

Calabasas

‘

2017

2008

Initial in 2013, additional
bans in 2014, 2018. 2019

2018 (government
facilities), 2019 (food
establishments)

2010

1988/2008

Initial 2012. additional
ban in 2019 (updated
ban effective in 2020)

Applies to food service establishments and restricts the retail sale of food service ware

Applies to food service establishments

Applies only to government facilities

Cities in Los Angeles County With Plastics Restriction Policies:

—

GOV
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FULL

REST

GOV

COV

FULL

FULL

REST

PS Ban

Pasadena

PS ban for restaurants and food vendors.

Ban on all polystyrene and other nonrecyclable
plastic disposable food service containers; requires
all food packaging to be marine degradable.
Ban on sale and distribution of all espanded
polystyrene food service ware for food providers
and retail providers.

Additional ban in 2017 prohibits sale and distribution
of other polystyrene products including all food
service ware, meat and produce trays, egg cartons.
packing materials, coolers, pool/beach toys, buoys,
as well as plastic sandbags. Additional ban in 2018
prohibits the sale and distribution of single-use
plastic and bioplastic straws, stirrers, and utensils.
Prohibits the use or purchase of expanded
polystyrene products at government facilities.
Ban on sale and distribution of all polystyrene
food service ware (cups. bowls, plates, takeout
containers); does not include straws, lid cups, or
utensils. Ban includes polystyrene coolers.
Ban on PS food service ware. passed January7 2020.

Policy Description
Initial ban in 2005 prohibits sale and distribution of
polystyrene food containers and packing materials.

Year Adopted

1990

2017

200Z additional ban in
2019

2020

2017

2017

Initial ban in 2005,
additional bans in 2017
and 2018

4S

APPENDIX B

1. Californians Against Waste, Table View PS Ordinance. https//w.cawrecycles.org/sordinancetable
2. C. Cadvjallader, personal communication, January 6,2020

• Sources:

PS Ban

BPS Ban

South Pasadena

West Hollywood

BPS Ban

Redondo Beach
Santa Monica

PS Ban

BPS Ban

Ban

Policy
BPS

Monrovia

Malibu

City

-

i

REST

FULL

REST

FULL

GOV

FULL

Type

Davis (2017)

Del Mar (2019)

Del Ray Oaks (2009)

Dublin (2019)

El Cerrito (2013)

Emeryville (2007)

Encinitas (2016)

Fairfax (1993)

Fort Bragg (2014)

Foster Cisy (2011)

Fremont (1990/2010)

Gonzales (2014)

Greenfield (2014)

Grover Beach (2018)

Half Moon Bay (2011)

Hayward (2010)

Hercules (2008)

Hermosa Beach (2012/2019)

Highland (1988)

Huntington Beach (2004)

Imperial Beach (2018/2019)

Lafayette (2014)

Laguna Beach (2007)

Alameda County (2015)

Albany (2008)

Aliso Viejo (2004)

Arcata (2015)

Arroyo Grande (2016)

Atascadero (2019)

Avalon (2017)

Belmont (2012)

Berkeley (1988/2019)

Brisbane (2014)

Burlingame (2011)

Calabasas (2007)

Campbell (2014)

Capitola (2009/2011)

Carmel (2008/2017)

Carpinteria (2008/2017)

Colma (2013)

Concord (2018)

Contra Costa County (2019)

Cotati (1989)

Culver City (2017)

Cupertino (2014)

Daily City (2012)

PLASTIC WASTE IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY

Dana Point (2012)

Alameda (2008/2017)

Moro Bay (2016)

Morgan Hill (2014)

Monterey County (2010)

Monterey City (2009)

Monrovia (2017)

Milpitas (2017)

Mill Valley (2009)

Millbrae (2007)

Menlo Park (2012)

Mendocino County (2014)

Martinez (1993)

Marina (2011)

Mann County (2009)

Manhattan Beach (1988/2019)

Malibu (2005/16/18)

Los Gatos (2014)

Los Angeles County (2008)

Los Angeles City (1988/2008)

Los Altos Hills (2012)

Los Altos (2014)

Long Beach (2018)

Livermore (2010/2018)

Laguna Woods (2012)

Laguna Hills (2008)

California Cities and Counties With Various Plastics Restriction Policies
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Salinas (2011)

Richmond (2009/13)

Rialto (1988)

Redwood City (2011)

Redondo Beach (2020)

Rancho Cucamonga (1988)

Portola Valley (2012)

Point Arena (2010)

Pleasanton (2013)

Pittsburg (1991)

Pismo Beach (2015)

Pinole (2018)

Petaluma (2019)

Paso Robles (2019)

Pasadena (2016)

Palo Alto (2009/16/19)

Pacifica (2009)

Pacific Grove (2008)

Orange County (2006)

Ojai (2014)

Oakland (2006)

Novato (2013/2014)

Newport Beach (2008)

Mountain View (2014)

APPENDIX C

Seaside (2010)

Scotts Valley (2008)

Sausalito (2007)

Santa Monica (2007/2018)

Santa Cruz County (2012/2019)

Santa Cruz City (2008/12/17)

Santa Clara County (2012)

Santa Clara City (2014)

Santa Barbara (2018)

San Rafael (2012)

San Pablo (2014)

San Mateo County (2008/11)

San Mateo City (2013)

San Luis Obispo County (2019)

San Luis Obispo City (201S)

San Leandro (2011)

San Juan Capistrano (2004)

San Jose (2013)

San Francisco City/County (2006/19)

San Diego (2019)

San Clemente (2011)

San Carlos (2012)

San Bruno (2009)

San Anselmo (2018/2019)

Sources C. Cadwallader. personal
communication, January 6, 2020

**

**Passed on January 7 2020

Yountville (1989)

Highland (1988)

West Hollywood (1990)

Watsonville (2009/14/19)

Walnut Creek (2014)

Ventura County (2004)

Union City (2016)

Ukiah (2014)

Sunnyvale (2013)

South San Francisco (2008)

South Pasadena (2016)

South Lake Tahoe (2018)

Sonorna County (1989)

Sonoma City (1989)

Solana Beach (2015)

Sebastopol (2019)

